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Joyroom USB 3-in-1 3.5A 1.2m cable S-1T3015A5 (blue).
Get  the ability  to  quickly  charge up to 3 devices simultaneously.  The Joyroom S-1T3015A5 USB cable is  equipped with 3 connectors  -
USB-C, Lightning and micro USB. This allows you to charge, for example, an iPhone, a Samsung phone and a wireless lamp at the same
time. It offers a total amperage of up to 3.5 A, and is also extremely durable and ensures safe use.
 
Can connect 3 devices at the same time
Charge all  the  devices  you need at  the  same time,  or  share  the  cable  with  loved ones  so  they too  can plug in  their  smartphones  for
charging. The S-1T3015A offers up to 3 connectors - USB-C, micro USB and Lightning. So you can charge up to 3 pieces of equipment at
the same time - for example, an iPhone, a Xiaomi smartphone and a desk fan. The cable also allows you to transfer files at speeds of up
to 480 Mbps (only on the Lightning connector).
 
Performance and security
To ensure that your devices not only charge quickly, but also safely, each connector on the cable is equipped with a smart chip that is
responsible for keeping the temperature at an optimal level and protecting your equipment from damage. It also ensures that you don't
have to worry about the cable overheating.
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Fast charging
Experience how little time it takes for your devices to be fully charged. The Joyroom S-1T3015A5 cable allows you to quickly charge your
smartphones, tablets or powerbanks at the same time. It provides a total current of up to 3.5 amps. On the other hand, when using a
single cable, the current is up to 2.4 A.
 
Impressive durability
The cable is equipped with a nylon braid, making it extremely flexible, durable, as well as resistant to damage and wear. It is also not
intimidated  by  bending  -  its  most  sensitive  areas  have  received  extra  protection.  What's  more,  the  copper  cable  guarantees  greater
stability and charging speed, and the gold-plated connectors feature exceptional durability and low susceptibility to oxidation.
 
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Name
	Interstellar Series 3-in-1 Data Cable
	Model
	S-1T3015A5
	Color
	Blue
	Type
	USB to USB-C + Lightning + Micro USB
	Current
	3.5 A max.
	Transmission speed
	Up to 480 Mbps (only on Lightning connector)
	Material
	PVC + nylon braid
	Length
	1,2 m

Price:

€ 8.00

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, Micro, USB-C, Lightning
3 in 1
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